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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for being here, the information provided here will allow you to understand the State Water Board process for performing evaluations as well as our goals for transparency and ongoing assistance for CUPAs as they implement the Underground Storage Tank (UST) program.This presentation was developed keeping in mind the local agencies implementing the State Water Board’s UST program and in response to the local agencies asking how they can better prepare for upcoming evaluations. Many of you have asked what we are looking at and looking for during evaluations, this presentation will provide answers to those questions.



∗ Purpose of State Water Board evaluation
∗ “How To” do a State Water Board evaluation
∗ Materials under review
∗ State Water Board evaluation tools

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary goal of the UST element of the Unified Program is to ensure the State Water Board’s UST Program is being implemented in accordance with Statute and Regulation. Where it is not, our goal is to develop a plan moving forward to correct those aspects of the UST program. This is key, we are simply outlining our observations, noting deficiencies or findings and developing a path forward for the local agency to correct course.This presentation is grounded in the State Water Board purpose and goals for triennial evaluations – to provide assistance to local agencies in implementing the UST program consistently and accurately. We will walk through the range of documentation and information requested by the State Water Board and what is required for submission by local agencies. After this training, in conjunction with the Deficiency Library, CalEPA’s Evaluation Manual, and the other resources provided under Tools, nothing should be a surprise during evaluations. You will have all the tools at your fingertips to fully implement a program meeting statute and regulation.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to evaluations, the only surprises should be those things a CUPA program manager might not have known about.The deficiencies and corrective actions identified during the evaluation are not new; they have been standardized in the Deficiency Library as part of the Remote Evaluation Process implemented by CalEPA in 2018. There is a link to the Deficiency Library in the Tools section of this presentation. Last year CalEPA added a Findings section to the evaluation report giving state agencies increased flexibility to offer insight into non-systemic process issues.Finally, we’ll talk about the various tools available to you in implementing the State Water Board program. This includes CERS. It is important to note that CERS has provided a new level of transparency between all stakeholders. This includes transparency between local agencies and state agencies, local agencies and owners/operators, state agencies and the legislature, state agencies and US EPA, owners/operators and the general public and so on. The information found in CERS is one small component of the range of information reviewed during an evaluation.State Water Board continues to provide assistance and support to CUPA’s all year, regardless of whether there is a triennial evaluation coming up. We shoot for transparency and support – we don’t like surprises any more than anyone else.



State Water Board
UST Program Evaluation Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The evaluation itself provides a snapshot-in-time perspective of the local agency’s UST program over the previous three years. The UST evaluators utilize a consistent process across the evaluation. This includes selection of facilities, review of documentation, determination of the need for an oversight inspection as well as review of data in CERS. For the local agency, referring to the CalEPA Unified Program Deficiency Library along with State Water Board guidance documentation, program notifications, administrative notification, monthly updates, FAQs, and State Water Board statute and regulations makes any evaluation of the UST program like an open book exam. The Library will specifically inform the CUPAs of the most commonly found deficiencies and provide insight on the required corrective actions.The supplemental questionnaire for State Water Board is provided in the notes section of the presentation PowerPoint so I won’t go in to the questions provided there. These questions are the normal questions we would ask during an on-site evaluation and are those which help us frame the evaluation effort with insight into how your agency operates.All of these pieces of information, the administrative policies and procedures, facility documentation, reports, and other data provide insight into any processes which might be off-track and in need of course correction. In total, the information helps us better understand what processes need to be adjusted. Through this presentation I will refer to documentation, information, reports, and data universally in broad terms.



∗ Facility file information
∗ Conducting compliance inspections
∗ Reporting violations
∗ CERS submittal review
∗ Report 6
∗ Red Tag

Documentation Under Review
Facilities, Inspections, Report 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk a bit about the different types of information, both documentation and computer stored data, which we review during the triennial review.A State Water Board evaluation includes review of a wide range of information including:Administrative documents provided by CUPAFacility documentsInspection documentationPrevious Evaluation DocumentsCERS DataCUPA’s WebsiteDiscussions with the CUPA and the Supplemental QuestionnaireThe CUPA should provide specific UST facility file information which is not available in CERS. If the provided list of requested items includes things which are in CERS, please let CalEPA know what files can be found in CERS and where they are located.Information about what has to be submitted through CERS and what can be retained locally can be found in the CERS Business Portal HELP FAQ: Which Forms require uploading to CERS?State Water Board will review frequency of compliance inspections, review inspection reports, verify inspections are conducted per statute and regulation as outlined in LG 159.When reviewing inspection reports and CME data the State Water Board verifies inspections identify SOC, look at RTC, verify violations in CME match with those on inspection reports, and verify the CUPA has local ordinances in place if those are used for citing violations.State Water Board reviews Report 6 for the past 3 fiscal years to review the SOC numbers, verify RD and RP are identified in CERS CME, look at timeliness of Report 6, as well as confirm the number of inspections and facility counts are similar to those found in CME and the Self Audit.A review will be made to verify there is a process in the I&E plan for issuance of red tags.



∗ UST Operating Permit Requirements
∗ Temporary abandonment or permanent closure
∗ Enhanced Leak Detection
∗ Enforcement per statute 

and regulation

Documentation Under Review
Permitting, Closure, ELD, Enforcement
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Presentation Notes
The evaluation effort also includes a review of operating permits, when issued, whether they contain all the pertinent information, and whether they are withheld for facilities as appropriate.The evaluation also includes a review of potentially abandoned tanks from the list compiled by US EPA. These tanks require annual compliance inspections and State Water Board will review to verify inspections are occurring.State Water Board continues to review closure documentation to verify sampling, closure documentation and CUPA’s satisfaction of the closure.There are still some tanks out there which are proximate to public water wells which have not undergone enhanced leak detection testing (ELD) or, single-wall tanks which have not instituted a program of triennial ELD testing. State Water Board looks for those test documents as well as ELD for new construction.And, of course, State Water Board looks to ensure enforcement is occurring per statute and regulation



Documentation Under Review
Monitoring, Construction, Inspections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we look at the owner/operator and CUPA information stored in CERS by reviewing facility submittals and the basic reports provided by CERS.State Water Board reviews only the most current, Accepted submittal for the review effort. CUPAs may find a review of all active submittals, regardless of whether or not it has been Accepted more helpful.There are three very helpful reports which State Water Board reviews and are also readily available to you as you manage your program. As more agencies move into paperless reporting of Report 6, the UST Program Report “Inspection Summary Report by Regulator (Report 6)” will become more important both for us and for CUPA program managers. The UST Facility/Tank Data Download is pulled to review monitoring and construction information, and verify construction information complies with regulations based on the tank install date.The CERS CME Data Download is also very useful and can be used to review inspection schedules, verify RTC, and review violations.As you can see from the last few slides, the information in CERS is one small part of the larger set of information taken into consideration during the triennial CUPA UST program evaluation. 



∗ Planning
∗ Pre-Evaluation
∗ Evaluation
∗ Oversight Inspection

“How To Do” A 
State Water Board Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walking through an evaluation includes addressing each of the areas in the State Water Board  Unified Program Evaluation Criteria checklist. As a result, I will focus on the checklist and what we are doing as we move through those areas of inquiry.The checklist is posted on the State Water Board website, I’ve included a link in the Tools section, and it should also be available through the CalEPA Unified Program performance evaluations page as part of the performance evaluations checklists.  I’ve provided a link to the CalEPA page with evaluation checklists in the tools section of this presentation. The checklist has been provided to CUPA’s beginning with the August 2017 UPAAG meeting, again through Lyris in December 2017 and simultaneously posted on the State Water Board web pages, in January 2018 with the State Water Board monthly update and at least once at each of the Regional TAG meetings. If you aren’t currently receiving the Lyris list updates, I’ve included information on getting connected in the Tools section.There are three major phases during the evaluation as well as oversight inspections. Planning, Pre-Evaluation, and Evaluation.



∗ Evaluator Assignment
∗ Facility Selection
∗ Oversight Schedule
∗ Evaluation Checklist
∗ Review History
∗ Report 6
∗ CERS Review
∗ Kickoff meeting

State Water Board Evaluation
Planning
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Review Planning activitiesEvaluator AssignmentWith 81 CUPAs, there are generally 27 CUPA evaluations on an annual basis. State Water Board planning includes assigning Water Board staff to each evaluation when the schedule is provided by CalEPA. Deciding which State Water Board evaluator will be assigned to each evaluation is designed to ensure each evaluator does not have back-to-back or overlapping evaluations. The assignments sometimes need to change in response to schedule changes provided by CalEPA or due to needs of the evaluator. Water Board remains flexible in the face of changes and adapts to changing schedules as needed which may mean our evaluator assignment changes. Facility SelectionWhen the schedule is provided, Water Board does a random selection of facilities for each evaluation. Water Board uses a random stratification selection process to select facilities ensuring as varied a selection as possible. This means Water Board takes into account tank and piping designs and configurations, owner/operator types, year of installation, Inspector assignments and years of experience, and operational elements. (note: included in the Tools section is a table with how Water Board decides the number of facilities)Oversight ScheduleOnce the CUPA has been notified, Water Board will reach out to CUPAs who may be receiving an oversight inspection. Water Board provides the CUPA a list of facilities which typically have annual compliance inspections in the next few months. Water Board strives to have oversight inspections completed in advance of the formal evaluation period.Water Board also seeks to ensure we are not doing an oversight with either a brand new inspector or a highly-seasoned one.



∗ Evaluator Assignment
∗ Facility Selection
∗ Oversight Schedule
∗ Evaluation Checklist – Pre-Evaluation
∗ Review History
∗ Report 6
∗ CERS Review
∗ Kickoff meeting

State Water Board Evaluation
Planning
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Presentation Notes
We’ll be looking in more detail at the Evaluation ChecklistLet’s start by looking at evaluator activities during the Pre-Evaluation phaseThe checklist is posted on the State Water Board website, I’ve included a link in the Tools section, and it should also be available through the CalEPA Unified Program performance evaluations page as part of the performance evaluations checklists.  I’ve provided a link to the CalEPA page with evaluation checklists in the tools section of this presentation. The checklist has been provided to CUPA’s beginning with the August 2017 UPAAG meeting, again through Lyris in December 2017 and simultaneously posted on the State Water Board web pages, in January 2018 with the State Water Board monthly update and at least once at each of the Regional TAG meetings. If you aren’t currently receiving the Lyris list updates, I’ve included information on getting connected in the Tools section.



∗ Evaluation Checklist – Pre-Evaluation
∗ Review History
∗ Report 6
∗ CERS Review
∗ Kickoff 

meeting

State Water Board Evaluation
Pre-Evaluation
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The Evaluation Checklist for the State Water Board UST program provides comprehensive look into the evaluation performed by the State Water Board.The checklist is split into four components, we will delve into more details on for each of these sections. The first section is Pre-Evaluation:Review Evaluation HistoryReview previous triennial evaluation reportsReport 6 – Review Report 6 for the past three yearsReport 6 provided on timeThe data aligns with CME dataAligns with CUPA self-auditsRed Tags have been reportedCERS Review – Review CERS reports including “Facility Tank Data Download” and “CERS CME”Review time between submittal and acceptanceIs the information accurate and complete?BOE (now DTFA) number – State Water Board no longer reviews the DTFA number as this review is performed by the State Controllers OfficeAre submittals reviewed in a timely fashion?CERS CME DataWhat is the overall inspection frequency, is each facility receiving an annual inspection?Are facilities being inspected within an appropriate timeframe?Are “Other” inspections being misclassified as routine?Verify classification of violationsAre Red Tags issued by CUPA listed in CERS?Review the RTC rateAre enforcement actions listed?Does SOC data align with Report 6?Kickoff meetingIn preparation for the Kickoff meeting we will review CERS submittal acceptance and verify with the CUPA only ICC California UST inspectors are performing inspections and accepting CERS submittals



State Water Board Evaluation
Why is This Important?
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Presentation Notes
At this point I’d like to talk a bit about the importance of the data reviewed by State Water Board during the evaluation process. Taken out of context it might seem any given piece of data doesn’t provide significant detail on the smooth running and operation of the UST element of the unified program. It was while talking to one of you that it occurred to me it might be useful to provide some of that context as relates to the evaluation.So, I’m going to peel back the layers on one aspect of evaluation data review and fill you in on the larger scope of how that data is used.



State Water Board Evaluation
Why is This Important?

Semiannual Report of UST Performance Measures
UST Compliance Measures for End‐of‐Year

FY 2018 (October 1, 2017 ‐ September 30, 2018)
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Presentation Notes
Report 6I’d like to use Report 6 to highlight why something as seemingly innocuous as Report 6 provides critical information to how well the UST program may be running in a local jurisdiction. First, there is the regulatory obligation of reporting inspection and violation information from the CUPAs to the State Water Board and the State Water Board’s obligations to the Federal Government as part of our Energy Policy Act (EPAct) reporting. Next, this information provides insight into required compliance measures, it affects California’s annual formal request for approval of implementation under the federal 2015 UST regulations, and, just as importantly, impacts federal funding for which provide additional resources for local agencies. As you many know, there is a strong drive to get all CUPAs to perform electronic reporting of Report 6. This will mean before long all Report 6 data will be pulled from CERS, by the State Water Board and by US EPA. This will help in ensuring a consistent, repeatable process for developing Report 6.Report 6 helps inform US EPA regarding the number of facilities facing issues with release prevention, release detection, delivery prohibition, as well as the total number of facilities & tanks and inspections being performed. These data are critical to understanding how well the California UST program is running – and consequently, ensuring California receives the necessary federal grant funding which provides additional resources for local agencies.California has strong environmental regulations, therefore, when a CUPA reports an RD violation for a failure on a VPH tank, we are already operating under stronger environmental protections than an RD violation reported for a single-wall, steel tank. I’d like to point this out because we recognize we are not looking at apples-to-apples data when comparing compliance measures for different states.

https://www.epa.gov/ust/ust-performance-measures


State Water Board Evaluation
Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m now going to address those activities which take place during formal evaluation period. During the formal evaluation the State Water Board evaluators are reviewing facility files and administrative documentation provided by the CUPA. 



∗ Evaluation Checklist – Evaluation
∗ I&E Plan
∗ Consolidated Permit Plan
∗ ELD Requirements
∗ Local Ordinances
∗ Permits

State Water Board Evaluation
Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the Evaluation Checklist for the period during the evaluation includes review of all materials provided by the local agency for the evaluation. This includes:I&E PlanThe evaluation considers whether inspection procedures align with LG 159Ensures the UST inspection frequency meets state requirementsLooks at whether the enforcement procedures align with Health & Safety CodeLooks at the UST citationsConsolidated Permit PlanEnsures the plan aligns with statute and regulation, addresses the UST program elements, and verifies it is not more stringent than statute or regulationELD RequirementsWith Enhanced Leak Detection testing the Water Board first looks to see if the CUPA has any outstanding ELD test notices that have not been addressedReview CERS to see if periodic testing is required, and, if so, verifies those tests are taking placeLocal OrdinancesDoes the CUPA have local ordinancesAre local ordinances identified in CERSAre local ordinances more stringent than statute or regulationPermitsAre permits issued at a time different from the valid periodAre permits issued to facilities not in complianceDoes the content of the permit include the required elements



∗ Evaluation Checklist – Evaluation
∗ Self-Audits
∗ Policies and Procedures
∗ Tank Closure / Abandoned Tanks
∗ ICC Inspectors
∗ Facility File Review

State Water Board Evaluation
Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-AuditsThe number of inspections conductedThe number of regulated facilities aligns with Report 6 and CERSInspection frequency aligns with regulationsPolicies and ProceduresImplementation of the Unified Program includes applicable administrative proceduresAdministrative procedures are completeDoes not exceed statute/regulationDoes not conflict with statute/regulationTank Closure / Abandoned TanksClosure documentation provided to facility owner/operator indicating CUPA is satisfied with closure and closure in compliance with statute/regulationClosure sampling appropriateAre abandoned tanks being regulated, enforced, and properly closedICC InspectorsAre UST inspections performed and CERS submittals accepted by California UST ICC InspectorsFacility File ReviewAre complete annual UST inspections conducted previous three yearsAre annual UST inspection reports prepared for each annual inspectionAre violations associated to specific UST(s)Are citations issued for which CUPA has no authorityAre required UST testing/leak detection documents submittedAre secondary containment tests performed and results submitted



∗ Evaluation Checklist – Oversight Inspection
∗ CERS Review & Preparation
∗ Oversight

State Water Board Evaluation
Oversight Inspection
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CERS Review & PreparationReview CUPA information including: number of UST facilities, number of inspectorsDetermine the number of oversight inspections appropriate for the CUPACoordinate with the CUPA to schedule oversight inspections as necessaryReview the facility information in CERSOversightArrive on site earlier than scheduled time to meet with CUPA and discuss how CUPA prepares for annual compliance inspectionObserve CUPA performing annual compliance inspectionIs inspection a complete annual UST compliance inspectionIs the CUPA fully informed of inspection proceduresIs the inspection in accordance with statute and regulation



∗ CalEPA UPA Deficiency Library
∗ UST LG letters
∗ UST Program/Administrative Notifications
∗ UST Monthly Update
∗ State Water Board Evaluation Checklist
∗ CalEPA Program Guidance
∗ UST CERS FAQs
∗ Title 27 Data Dictionary
∗ CERS Reports
∗ Program Evaluation Checklists

State Water Board
Evaluation Tools
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Presentation Notes
There are no quick and easy tips & tricks to performing an evaluation. It is a process of reviewing data and identifying potential issues for further discussion with the CUPA. Accessing the tools provided by the State Water Board in conjunction with the Deficiency Library helps ensure Evaluation checklistThe checklist provides the evaluators a structure and is one of the most useful tools we haveCalEPA Unified Program Agency Deficiency LibraryUST FAQsUST LG lettersTitle 27 Data DictionaryCERSState Water Board has provided training on CERS data-miningNow that the Sacramento County Environmental Health Management Department CUPA has developed and released their semi-automated Tank Data Download Completeness Check tool the process of performing wide range review of CERS data has become even easier.Jennea, Chris and I will be providing training on Sacramento’s tool Thursday morning of this conference, please join us!



Tools

∗ Deficiency Library 
(https://calepa.ca.gov/wp-
content/uploads/sites/6/2017/07/CalEPADeficiencyLibrary1.0.pdf) 

∗ Local Guidance Letters
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/lea
k_prevention/lgs/) 

∗ LG 159 Enclosure - Annual Underground Storage Tank Compliance 
Inspection Handbook 
(http://waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/leak_prevention
/lgs/) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some useful tools to assist in answering more questions.All of the State Water Board Local Guidance letters can be found on our website, I’m including links here which will take you directly to the LG letters and notificationsI’m sure we’re all familiar with LG-159, it is one of my favorite resources. Appendix D is quite useful in double checking monitoring and construction requirements based on installation date.

https://calepa.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2017/07/CalEPADeficiencyLibrary1.0.pdf
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/leak_prevention/lgs/
http://waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/leak_prevention/lgs/


Tools

∗ UST Program Technical Notifications
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/tec
h_notices.html)  

∗ UST Program Administrative Notifications
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/ad
m_notices.html) 

∗ UST Program Monthly Updates 
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/cu
pa/updates/) 

∗ State Water Board Lyris email subscriptions 
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/resources/email_subscriptions/
ust_subscribe.html) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are links to UST Technical notifications, Administrative notifications, Monthly Updates and Lyris.For Monthly Updates there is a Subject Index at the bottom of the page which is very helpful when you’re looking back in time to find a specific article.

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/tech_notices.html
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/adm_notices.html
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/cupa/updates/
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/resources/email_subscriptions/ust_subscribe.html


Tools

∗ State Water Board Evaluation Checklist
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/ad
m_notices/cupa_evaluation_checklist_cover.pdf) 

∗ CalEPA Unified Program Guidance Letter 14-08, Reporting 
Underground Storage Tank Information 
(https://calepa.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2016/10/CUPA-
Bulletins-2014yr-Oct27.pdf) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some useful tools to assist in answering more questions.The State Water Board Checklist will provide you the same materials as discussed here with additional information on statute and regulation and, when there may be a deficiency, where that can be found in the Library.Unified Program Guidance Letter 14-08 is part of CalEPA Unified Program Bulletins, Policy Memos, and Guidance Letters with information on reporting UST information

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/adm_notices/cupa_evaluation_checklist_cover.pdf
https://calepa.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2016/10/CUPA-Bulletins-2014yr-Oct27.pdf


Tools

∗ UST  CERS FAQs
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/cer
s/faqs.html) 

∗ UST FAQ: Which forms require uploading to CERS?  
(https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/cer
s/docs/b2_forms_uploaded.pdf)

∗ UST FAQ: General Reporting Requirements for UST Sites 
(https://cersbusiness.calepa.ca.gov/Help) 

∗ California Code of Regulations Title 27 Data Dictionary 
(http://cersapps.calepa.ca.gov/Public/DataRegistry/DataElements
?dataSourceID=39) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UST FAQs can both be found on the UST Program CERS FAQs and on the CERS help page.Title 27 Data Dictionary provides details on each of the fields in CERS.

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/cers/faqs.html
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/cers/docs/b2_forms_uploaded.pdf
https://cersbusiness.calepa.ca.gov/Help
http://cersapps.calepa.ca.gov/Public/DataRegistry/DataElements?dataSourceID=39


Tools

∗ Performance Evaluation Checklists 
https://calepa.ca.gov/CUPA/Evaluations/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CalEPA includes checklists for each of the State agency evaluation programs. The State Water Board checklist should be available to you on this page as well as at the link provided earlier.

https://calepa.ca.gov/CUPA/Evaluations/


∗ CalEPA Regulated Site Portal
(https://siteportal.calepa.ca.gov) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While State Water Board does not use information included on the CalEPA public portal, I wanted to share this with you as I’ve learned there are folks still unaware this is an available resource.CalEPA provides a public portal for information stored in CERS. This is available to the public and we have directed individuals to access this site at various times. For example, we might get a call from a prospective property owner or a lender asking about a property address. The information listed includes site address, facility name, compliance information, and information regarding chemicals on site.

https://siteportal.calepa.ca.gov/


∗ State Water Board GeoTracker Dataset Manager
(http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov)   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As of February 22, 2017 the Permitted UST Facilities data set on GeoTracker reflects information in CERS which includes the address, facility name, and permitting facility for current and recently closed USTs. The information on GeoTracker is updated weekly.

http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/


∗ Does the CUPA always conduct the annual UST compliance inspection at the 
same time as the annual monitoring certification? 

∗ In the event the CUPA is unable to attend the annual monitoring certification, 
what is the process to ensure a complete annual compliance inspection takes 
place? 

∗ Please describe the process for collecting, maintaining, and managing UST 
records and other required program materials not uploaded to CERS?

∗ What is the process for issuing UST red tags?
∗ How does the CUPA verify return to compliance for violations cited during the 

annual UST compliance inspection?
∗ What is the schedule for permit issuance? 
∗ Please describe the process for withholding UST operating permits for facilities 

that have not been inspected within 12 months or are not in compliance?
∗ When a permit is withheld because a facility is not in full compliance, how is 

that permit dated when issued? 

Tools
Supplemental Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the supplemental questions we pose during the Evaluation Kickoff meeting. These are the normal questions we might ask during a face-to-face with the CUPA. We don’t expect the CUPA to fill the questionnaire out in advance, it’s provided so you have an opportunity to give some thought to how you’d like to describe your internal processes during the conversation.



Tools
State Water Board Facility Selection

Number of UST Facilities 
(Report 6)

Minimum Number of Sites
for

Review

1 to 15 All
16 to 100 15

101 to 1000 20
> 1000 30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The facilities will be randomly selected using criterion to ensure a cross section of records for different UST facility types are reviewed. The cross section is intended to capture multiple tank / piping designs and configurationsvarious owners operatorsinspector assignments/districtsvarious operational elements to allow for full and proper review and implementation of the UST programThe above approach only notes those facility records which the State Water Board is requesting from the CUPA at the time of the evaluation, and additional records may be necessary as warranted.  Just as with any other criteria used to evaluate CUPA activities and performance the State Water Board may use information in CERS at any time prior to or during the scheduled CUPA evaluation without notification or request.  If warranted, the data will be shared with the CUPA. 



∗ Lisa Jensen 
∗ Sean Farrow   

Contact Information for Evaluation Staff
lisa.jensen@waterboards.ca.gov (916) 319-0742

sean.farrow@waterboards.ca.gov (916) 324-7493

State Water Board  
Evaluation Staff

mailto:lisa.jensen@waterboards.ca.gov
mailto:sean.farrow@waterboards.ca.gov


Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the State Water Board evaluators it’s all about planning. We use our evaluation checklist as a roadmap to ensure a smooth process. We hope this has been helpful and look forward to continuing to work with each of you in the future. Please, feel free to get hold of us before, during, or between evaluations. We’re here to help.Thank you
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